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OmpTER  I
INTRomcTION
It  ls  important  that  we  be  aware  of ,the  many  changes
thgLt  have  taken  place  in  the  r®adlng  habits  of  our  present
day  society.    It  has  been  understood  that  peoplels  reading
habits  may  never  b®  assumed  a8  fixed.     The  ohanglng pattern
of  reading may  be  shown  by  referring  to  and  oorrelatlng  wltb
the  periods  of  development  of  our  country.
As  the  pages  of  histoz.y  unfold  we  find  that  during  the
latter.  part  of  the  eighteenth  o®nt`my  rellglon  dominated  the
drama  of  llfo,  therefore  lt  could  be  expected  that  rellglous
literature  was  ln  great  demand.    "]rlng  thlB  p®rlod  of  tlm®
when  our  oountl.y  was  ln  its  infancy  this  type  of  literature
provided  a  feeling  of  security  for  its  readers.
The  r®8ding  habits  of  Americans  expanded  as
leisure  increased  as  a  result  of  the  industrial
revolution,  as  pellglon  was  regarded  lncreaslngly  as
an  agency  to  support  rather  than  suppress  manls
oapacltles  and  interests,  and as  utilltarlanlsm
became  to  large  numbers  of  people  a  way  of  life.
Underlying  this  great  expansion  was  a  change  ln  the
value  of  knowledge.    Influential  nineteenth  oentuz.y
leaders  fz.equently  ®xpress®d  in  writing  and  speech
the  Tolstonian  vl®w  that  the  diffusion  of  printed
matter  ls  the  most  powerful  weapon  agalnBt  ignorance.
Under.  the  a®gls  of  this  splrlt  many  a  volume  was
oiroulated,  read,  and  enjoyed  whleh at  an  earlier
period  would  have  undoubtedly  been  oond®mn®d  and
banned  as  worldly.    Reading  matter  was  often
2
i:£f:€yL::S±:¥t±::#ral  standards  than by its
During  the  latter  half  of  the  nineteenth  century
there  was  an  influx  of  books  from  abroad.     It  was  during
this  period  that  this  country  not;io®d  a  great  increase  ln
domestlo  publloatlons,  newspapers,  magazines  and  the
orgrnlzatlon  of  libparies  fop  the  use  of  the  public.    In
other  phases  of  life  thl8  Country  also  had  an  aw&kenlng  as
no  other  land  had  ever  seen.    This  sudden  increase  of
knowledge  did  much  to  stir  the  imaglnatlon  of  men.
Passing  on  to  the  more  recent  years  the  writer  finds
equally  signlfloant  changes  ln  the  needs  and  reading habits
of  our  soolety.     Those  Changes  might  be  itemized  as:     (I)
The  change  from  r®adlng  for  lnformatlon  to  leisure  reading;
(2)  the  great  d®mnd  for  books  and  other  reading  materials
brought  about  by  the  advertising  through  radio,  tel®vlsion
and  the  movies;   (5)  and  lastly,   the  Changes  brought  about  ln
newer  and  different  practices  ln  journalism.
Research  studies  into  the  r®adlng  habits  of  membel.a  of
the  present  day  sooi®ty  agree  that  many  factors  have  b®®n
involved.    Therefore  this  Study  wad  made  to  study  the  reading
habits  and materials  as  found  ln  the  homes  of  the  students  of
I
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the  fourth  and  seventh  grades  of  the  Elemont&I.y  Demonstration
School,   Boone,  North  Carolina.
Statement ef j!±g pro_bl_e_p.     It;  was  the  purpose  of  this
study  (1)  to  determine  the  type  of  roadlng  mgiterial  provld®d
ln  the  homes  of  the  fourth  and  seventh  grade  students;   (2)
to  det©miine  the  natul.©  of  the  reading  habits  of  the  parents;
(3)  and  to  secure  an  overall  ploture  of  the  interest  ln
reading  in  ref©renoe  to  the  eoonomlo  and  social  oonditlons
present  in  the  homes  of  the  fourth  and  seventh  grade  students
of  the  Elementary  Demonstration  School.
Importance ±£ ±E± £±3±§][.     One  of  the   outstanding  ideas
of  modern  education  ls  to  lnstll  1n  each  child  desirable
habits  in  the  use  of  l®1snre  time.     The  growing  lmportanc®  of
provldlng  good  I.eading  materials  in  the  homes  of  students
has  been  I.eoognlzed  for  many  years  by  authorities  in  the
field  of  education.     It  is  only  through  this  means  that
saitisfaotory  interest  ln  reading  Can  be  aroused  and
maintained.     It  has  been  shown  by  Witty2  that
Interests  and  needs  of  boys  and  girls  should
receive  greater  attention  and  that  evaluation  of
growth  ln  reading  should  include  an  appmlsal  of
childl.enls  attitudes  toward  r©adlng  and  tholr
suco®ss  ln  reading  different  kinds  of  subjoot  matter.
Reading  should  be  an  all  school  funet;ion  with  every
2
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teacher  assuming  responsibility  for  fostering  growth
in  I`eadlng.     The  slgnlflcanoe  of  home  Conditions  was
I.eoognlz®d,   and  emphasis  was  placed  on  the  role  of
experlenoe  as  baslo  concern  ln  all  phases  of  reading.
The  lmpopt;anoe  of  good  reading  materials  ln  homes
Cannot  b©   over  emphasized.     Many  studies  h&v©  been  made   on
the  reading  lnt©rests  and  tastes  of  adults.    Gray5  states
that  ''these  studies  indicate  that  the  reading  interests  of
the  grn®ral  adult  populatlc)n  leave  much  to  be  desired.
Their  fare  consists  chiefly  of  newspaper  headlines,  popular
magazines,  and  cheap  flotlon.    Only  about  one-fourth  of  them
read  books  of  any  kind,  and  a  very  small  proportion  of  them
read  substantially  non-fiction."
I.oeation  of  the  school.__     .           .          _i_         _  L=         _    _   _          ____   I  _I  == The  Elementary  Demonstl.atlon
School  is  located  in  Boon®,  North  Oapollna,  and  ls  the
Demonst;ration  School  for  the  Appalachlan  State  Teachers
College.     Boonei  is   the   County  seat  of  Wat;auga  County  and
is  located  ln  the  northwest  corner  of  North  Carolina.    It
ls  a  thriving mountain  town  of  about  three  thousand  lnhablt-
ants  that  has  a  trading  radius  of  over  thirty  miles.    It  ls
almost  on  top  of  the  Blue  Ridge  Mountains  and  has  an  elevation
of  5,553  feet.     Boone  is  approximately  loo  mll®s  from  Charlotte
northwest,   loo  miles  west  of  Winston  Salem,  loo  miles  north
5
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east  of  Ashovllle,   and  60  miles  east  of  Bristol.     This
college  town  is  located  at  the  point  of  lnters®otion  of
United  States  Highways  nun.b®r  221,   521,   and  421  as  of  the
year.  1951.
Source  of  data®_                          _                                    __L                 _  _i Part  of  the  information  for  this
study  was  obtained  by  a  two-page  questionnaire  given  to
the  124  students  of  the  two  a®ctlons  of  the  fourth  grade
and  to  the  two  sections  of  the  seventh  grade  of  the  Elementary
I)emonstratlon  School.    One-hundred  per  cent  of  the  question-
naires  were  returned  due  to  the  fact  that  all  were  filled  out
during  a  library  period  while  at  sohool®    However,  due  to
oversight  on  the  part  of  some  students,   the  writer  found  that
one  or  two  questions  were   loft  unanswered  on  fourteen  of  the
questlonnalres.
All  parents  were  sent  two-page  questionnaires  con-
cermlng  the  reading  material  f ound  ln  the  home,  the  economic
status  of  the  parent,  and  the  1®isur®  time  activities  of  the
mother  and  fathop.
Methods ef tryo_S=t_i=gL±±±±±.    The  1nvestlgatlon  for  this
study  was  made  through personal  contact  rdth  the  fourth  and
seventh  grade  students.     Both  sections  of  the  grades  were
included.     The  students  themselves,  under  the  dil.©ot  super-
vlslon  of  the  author,   rooorded  the  lnformatlon  I.equ®st®d.
However,   1n  the  ease  of  the  parentsl   quest;1onnaip®s,   it  mas
6
found  n®oessary  to  discuss  the  questionnaire  with  the
students  and  have  them  act  as  the  lntermedlary  between  the
author  and  the  parents.    This  questionnaire  also  consisted
of  two  pages®
In  addition  to  the  qu®stlonnalres  some  lnformatlon  was
obtained  by  dlreot  word  of  mouth,  especially  ln  which  parts
of  the  questionnaire  had  been  omlttod.
OHAP"R  11
GRollvTII   OF  MODERN   INTEREST   IN   PROJBI.HMS   OF   READING
Ever.y  Child has  a  need  for  freedom,   security,   and  love
in  ol.der  to  be  happy.     Children  are  dependent  upon  those
around  them  for  this  nurture.     T®aLoheps  of  today  have  aban-
domed  the  idea  that  the  sole  purpose  of  the  elementary  school
ls  to  teach  reading.    T®aohers  ape  interested  ln  providing
reading  as  a  means  of  adventure  and  ®ntertalnment  to  the
child--the  outcome  will  be  a  permanent  lnter©st  in  roadlng,
a  well  adjusted  per8onallty  and  the  ablllty  to  evaluate
reading  materials  and use  them  ln  his  total  life  pattern.
WittyL  says  that  the  modern  cono®pt  of  the  reading
process  has  evolved  slowly.    Along  with  its  development
gradual  1xprov©m®nt  has  been  made   ln  reading  methods  and
materials.    Despite  this  progress  there  ls  a  lag  between
knowl©dg6  and  practice  due  1n  part  to  the  failul.e  of  teaoh®rs
to  stress  reading  as  a  meaningful  functional  skill.    Many
factol.a  oompllcate  the  problem  of  knowing  whether  peadlng
attainment  today  ls  poorer  or  better  than  formerly.    There
has  been  a  great  lnoreas®  1n  the  number  of  pupils  attending
s®oondapy  schools.    There  is  a  lack  of  accurate  oriterla
for  judging  reading ablllty.    Each  day  presents  new  and
1
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greater  d®mnd8  for  peaalng  skills  of  dlff®r©nt  kinds.    Many
types  of  reading mtter  are  unsultabl®  op  too  difficult  for
the  hig]1  school  pupil  of  today because  the  nature  and  varl®ty
of  lnBtruotlonal  materials  have  not  paralleled  changing  needs.
One  of  the  greatest  problems  of  the  school  of  today
grows  out  of  the  range  of  lndlvldual  differences  wlthln
classes  and  the  varied  purposes  for  which  pupils  must  read.
As  a  result  of  this  many  of  our  pupils  ln  the  middle  gllades
of  the  elementary  school  show  serious  reading  retaI.datlon.
Pupils  in  junior  and  senior  hlch  schools  show  even  mop©
frequent  and  serious  retardation.    Pupils  must  be  led  to
Comprehend  and  to  evaluate  faot8  pl'esented  in  printed  forms
ln  order  to  take  thelp places  as  worthy  oltizens  of  tomorrow.
w|tty2  sugg®gt8  that  we  look  upon  such  an  effort  as
part  of  a  larger  progl.am  ln  oommunlcatlon  that  leads  ohlldren
and  youth  to  speak  oleaz.1y,  to  write  eff®ctlvely,  to  listen
intelligently,  and  to  read  oritioally.    through  such  an
approach,   1t  is  possible  to  equip  young  people  for  I.esponslbl®
citizenship.
Nearly  everyone  who  t®aohes  children  admits  that  the
ideal  lntroduotion  to  books  and  reading  should  be  in  the
home,  not  as  a  means  of  lnstructlon,  but  as  something  that
each  member  of  the  family  does  and  enjoys  Just,.,as  casually  as
EEig.'  p.  15.
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they  eat  or  sleep.    First  grade  teachers  are  happy  to  toaoh
the  Child  who  comes  from  a  home  ln  which  he  is   sul.rounded  by
mgigazines,   books,  plotur®s,   educational  toys,  newspapers,
radio,   and  often  television.     These  combine  to  make  the
transit;ion  to  school  work  seem more  natuml  and  worthwhile.
Home  background,  physical  status  and  growth  and
mental  maturity  are  now  generally  ooneeded  as  the  major
I.elated  factors  determlnlng  reading  I`eadlness  and  forming  a
basis  for  the  ohildls  attitude  toward  reading.5    Even  before
the  ohlld  oom®s  to  school  his  curiosity  has  been  aroused  a8
to  the  meaning  of  the  black  and  white  symbols  prlnt©d  on  the
page  which  others  Iiead.    Pictures  have  stimulated  his
imagination  and  desire  to  know  more.
Model.n  reading..1nstruotlon  often  endeavors  to  base  the
first  Iieadlng  lnstpuctlon  upon  the  child's  dlreot  experlenoes
at  home.     Therefore  home  background  plays  a  major  par.t  ln
making  the  reading  expeplenoe  meaningful  and  ln  making  the
transition  from  home  to  school.
When  we  consider  the  maLny  things  reading  may  do  fop  a
cblld  we  realize  the  great  need  for  widespread  interest  ln
reading  and  the  problems  ooncel'nlng  lt.    Reading  may  be  for
the  child  a  happy  r®tr®at,   a  chance  for  aohlevement,  a  means
of  information,  a  leisure  time  activity,  a  Challenge  to  the
ERE..  Pp.  56-57.
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imagination,  a  basis  for  the  development  of  a  life  long  hobby
or  oapeer,  a  means  of  solving problems  ln  his  own  small  world
and  a  way  of  molding  his  attltud®s  and  ideals.
We  as  a  nation  have  much  to  be   d©slred  when  we   I`eallz®
that  more  than  one-third  of  our  children  in  the  United  States
either  live  ln  towns  with no  libraries  or  go  to  schools  whth
no  |1bparies.4    perhaps  a  gI.eater  number  of  homes  fail  to
have  even  a  meager  collection  of  books  for  the  child  to  use.
At  least  two  million  children  in  our  country  do  not  go  to
school  at  all.    Close  to  one  million  children,  it  is  ostl-
5
mated,  travel  over  our  country  with  their  migrant  famllles
and  attend  school  very  little  ol.  not  at  all.    Thus  our
challenge  ls  difficult  and  our  need  as  a  whole  18  great.
In  writing  of  the  reading  problem  Fol.est6  has  said:
The  development  of  roadlng  ablllty  is  not  as  was
once   assumed,   a  sudden  phenomenon  Scour.1rig  around  the
beginning  of  the  seventh  year.,  but  rather  a  slow
process  starting  ln  babyhood.    An  lnt©111gent  approach
to  the  problem  of  teaching  children  to  read  therefore
requires  careful  study  of  the  very  little  onildls  pre-
readlng  expepi©nces  as  well  as  of  the  school  childls
r©adlng  problems.
4
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Teachers  who  wol.k  Carefully  with  the  parents,  visit
the  homes  and  learn  of  the  ohlldls  home   life  and  ®xperlenoes
of  all  types  have  a  basis  upon  whloh  to  build  the  I.eading
interests  of  the  ohlldren  and  have  a  better  understanding
of  his  reading  problems.
Ft)rest7 writes  that  research  studies  show that  on  the
whole  the  limits  and rate   of  the  developm©ntal  processes  are
fixed  by  native  capacity,  but  that  complete  frultation  of
this  capacity  is  either  furtherea  or  retarded  by  ®nvlronmental
conditions.    So  lt  ls  obvious  that  the  growth  of  reading
readlnoss  may  be  materially  affected  by  the  childls  home
e nvironm®nt .
Unless  the  Child  ls  ready  from  the  developmental  point
of  view,   1oarnlng  Cannot  be  forced  upon  him  with  any  desirable
benefits.    Response  to  any  sort  of  motivation  and  teaohlng
is  not  likely  to  be  suooessful  before  his  development  ls  ln
accord.     Therefore  our  reading  program  ls  based  upon  much
scl®ntlflo  study  of  the  processes  involved  ln  reading.     The
chlldts  interest  in  reading  ls  encouraged  by  the  varied  but
car.efully  planned program  which  takes  into  account  that
learning  to  read  ls  hard  work  while  at  the  same  time  highly
enj oyable .
ERE.'  p.  190.
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Chlldrenls  Interest.     One  of  the  most  lmpoptant
factors  ln  leal.nlng  to  read  and  of  oontlnued  r®adlng  ls  the
childls  interest.    Reading  must  be  lntepesting  and  must  tie
up  with  the  childls  experl©noes.    The  reading  material
provided  must  be  on  the  level  of  the  chlldls  understanding,
while  at  the  same  time  lt  must  be  on  his  interest  level.
Reading  material  more  than  ever  before  is  bait  for
the  young  reader  by means  of  more  and  better  illustrations
ln  books,  more  attractive  covers  for  books,  more  color,
better  design,  more  readable  type,  and  more  books  to  read.
mrrlok8  tells  of  an  expeplenc®  every  teacher,  parent,
and  librarian has  experienced  in  pl.esentlng  an  attractive
book  to  a  Child  to  bear  him  say,   Ill  donlt  think  I  would  like
that  I  Can  tell  by  looking.''
Interest  is  a  problem  that  pap®nts  and  teachers  share
with  th6  llbrarlan  as  they  lntroduoe  new  books  to  their
children.    A  good  cheokllst  followed  through  before  a  book
ls  purchased might  help  ln  being  able  to  deold®  upon  the
interest  qualltles  for  the  Children.    If  possible  a  book
should  be  seen  before  lt  ls  purchased.    The  cover  of  the
book  should  invite  one  on  ln  for  the  story.    Approval  or
dlBapproval  should  be  volc®d  to  llbparlans  and  book  salesmen.
Nancy  harrlok,   "Deslgri  ln  Childrenls  Books,"_ Journal 75:1776-1781,   a,ctober  15,   1950.
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Book  companies  al.e  always  on  the  lookout  for  the  things
children  like  or  for  the  childrenls  reactions  to  a  book.     The
reaction  of  several  ohlldren  ls  often  easy  to  get  and  may
hdp in  the  selection  of  other materials.
For  many  year.a  many  pal'ents  and  teachers  thougivt
oortain  book  lists  had  to  b©  followed  and  Certain  books
should  be  read  by  all  students.     Poday  we  seem  to  be  getting
away  fl.om  that  ldoa.     We  take  t;he   childls  lnt©rest  where  lt
is  and  lead  from  that  on  to  suggested  readings  which  oov©r  a
wide  variety  as  to  Subjects.  and  reading  level  to  suit  his
own  partloular  need.    Wide  individual  reading  ls  desired  as
Compared  to  the  traditional  plan  of  an  entll`e  olasg  st;udylng
the  same  11teratur®  at  the  same  time.
Reading  interests  differ  as  to  sex  for  certain  ages.
9
Norw®11    found  ln  his  survey  that  of  the  lltel.ary
types  of  materials  oormonly  used  in  our  schools  girls  enjoy
seven  of  the  literary  types  better  than  boys  do.    The  one
type  11ke&  by  boys  is  spe6oh.     Boys  rank  the  novel,   the  short
story  and  the  biography  close  to  the  rank  given  by  girls.
|t  was  suggested  by  Norw©1lL°  that  in  ohooslng  reading
material  for  chlldr®n  to  choose  material  whloh  ranks  high  ln
9
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the  appraisal  of  both  boys  and  girls.
In  oxamlnlng  books  for  lntel.eat  factors  attraotlve  to
boys  we  may  first  look  for  nappatlon.    Human  characters  should
be  present  whloh  present  the  male  I'ather  than  the  female
chal`acteps  as  being  dominant.     With  these  two  faotops  in
mind  we  may  expect  adventure,   war,   animal  stories,  humor
and patriotism  to  rank  higher  with the  boys.
Girls  selections  also  place  napliatlon  first  ln  their
interest.    The  character.a  for  girlsl  stories  may be  either
male  or  female.    Sentllrent  ls  a  markedly  favorable  factor
ln  girls  intel-eats.    Romantic  love,   stories  of  home,   school
and  family  life  rank  high  with girls.    Girls  often  seem  to
tolerate  factors  whloh are  neutral  to  their  lnter©st  in  books
t;o  a  greater  degree   than  boys.     Many  selections  will  meet
both  standards   to  some  degree.     Adult;  reading  seems  to  bring
about  a  mol.e  complete  disappearance   of  differences  ln  reading
interests  as  to  sex.
Important  differences  in  reading  interests  of  bright,
11average  and  dull  children  are  found.    Anderson      cites
studies  which have  shown  that  dull  pupils  seemed  to  avoid
science  books.    Readability  was  a  more  important  factor  than
content  in  a  dull  chlldls  selection  of  a  book  to  read.
11
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Gifted  children  were  found  to  read  over  a  much  wider  range.
Their  reading  preferences  included more  science,  history,
biography,  travel,  folk  tales,  informgitional  fiction,  pcetry,
and  arama  than  the  average  or  dull  child.
Since  dull  pupils  are,  for  the  most  part,   interested
ln  doing  the  same  things  as  the  gifted  child,  perhaps  tbelr
reading  interests  might  tend  to  be  more  alike  lf  we  had  more
reading  materials  available  which  could hold hi8i  interest
value  and  still  be  low  in  reading  difficulty.
Factors  that  influence  childpenls peadln8 selection.
The  interests  of  boys  and  girls  always  influence  the  selection
of  reading materials.    However,  many  other  factors  enter  in.
®
Reading  is  contagious.    A  child  wants  to  do  what  other
children  are  doing.     One  reader  in  a  group  of  children  can
start  a  cycle  b#  I.eadlng  a  good  book  and  telling  other.s
about  it  or  suggesting  that  they  I.ead  lt.     The  trend  of  the
times  always   seems  to  lnfluenoe  the  selection  of  the  books
children  I.Gad.     Dul.ing  war  time   stories   of  war.f&I.e  and  .i`tB'
ways  are  popular,   stories  fast  ln  action,  familiar  settings,
sports  in  season  cause  boys  to  select  these  books.    Popular
movies  currently  showing,   television  progr`ams,   radio  progr.ams,
hobbies  stories  about  Children  their  o"m  age,   school  unit
study,  family  interests  all  have  th©1r  influence  on  the
selection  of  the  childls  books.
16
The  type  of  reading  selection  will  also  depend  upon
whether  the  child  ls  reading  for  recreation,  information,
escape  fun,   or  an  adult  for  thoughts  and  emotions  of  which
no  expression  ls  permissible  ln  social  living.
Parents  first  at  home,  librarians  and  teachers  at
school  hold  the  gI.eatest  responsibility  for  the  reading
seleotlon  of  the  ohlldren.    They  select  the  collections  from
which  the  chlla  is  to  choose  the  books  which he  will  I.ead.
Many  parents  and  teachers  expect  ohildr©n  to  select  and  I`ead
the  same  books  they  read  as  Children.     Many  books  have  found
favor  for  three  or  four  generations,  nevertheless,  during  the
past  twenty  years  tbepe  has  been  a  mlnoz.  revolution  ln
ohildrenls  books.     The  greatest  Change  ls  ln  physical
appearance.    Elndings,  print  and  illustrations  all  make  the
book  more  attradtlve  for  the  ohlldl8  selection.
Norwe||L2  lists:     Adventure,  Humor,  Animals,   Pat;rio-
tlsm,   Narmtlc>n,   Male   and  female  characters,   Love,  Home,   and
Family  Life  and  Supernatural  stories  as  the  main  special
I.actors  influenolng  the  selection  of  reading  matel.ials  by
boys  and  girls.
12
Norw©1l,  £g.  £±±.,   pp.   64-65.
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1thite      has  pointed  out  that  lf  a  child  reads  a  book
a  fortnight  fliom  ages  seven  to  fourteen  years  the  number  read
during  the  period  ls  416.     This  ls  oomparatlvely  few  books  to
read  but  these  four  hundred  books  often  influence  a  child  far
nor.e  powerfully  than  parents  realize  and  the  attitudes  and
conduct  of  the  authorls  heroes  may  be  for  the  time  adopted  by
the  reader.    A  steady  dl®t  of  second-rate  seleotlons  hope  may
be  just  as  unfit  and  have  as  far  reaching  Off.ects  as  poor
food  for  the  body.     Censorship  is  not  the  means  to  employ
perhaps  but  if  gpod  books  are  available  the  selection  of
them will  tower  above  the  poor  books.    Therefore,  first  in
the  home,  next  in  the  school,  the  collection  from  which  the
child  selects  his  reading  material  1s  dependant  for  the  most
part  on  parents  and  teacher.s.
Ml||erL4  says
People  need  literature,   different  kinds  at  different
times,  to  help  them  live.    It  really  is  the  life  need
or  purpose  that  always  determines  what  to  read,  when  to
read,   and  how  to  read.     Our  problem  is  to  help  young
people  kr}ow  what  they  want  to  find  ln  reading  and  how
to  find  lt;.
13
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January,   1951.
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Children  who  are  free  to  use  their  oinrn  lnltiatlvo  and
lnt;erest  as  a  basis  for  this  seleetlon  of  materials  to  read
often  read  a  great  deal  mol.e  than  any  parent  or  teacher
Could  force  them  to  do.
Emerson  said  of  a  childls  reading,   "Iiet  him  read  what
is  proper  to  him  and  not  waste  his  memory."
E?9_Q±Pg ±E ±±£± £±§±][,  Purpose.     So  much  of  the   ohl|dls
education  must  Come  through  books  that  we  should  use  every
means  to  add  to  his  chances  of  success  ln  school  adjustment  by
giving. him means  of  developing  skills  in  reading.     The  Child
shc)uld  be  introduced  to  good  books  early  since  the  gI.eater
his  reading  ®xperlence  the  more  meaningful  his  school  life
will  b®,
ReedL5  speaks  of  reading  with her  children  before
school  age  and  after.    Her plea  ls  to  begin  early  ln  the  home.
If  you wait  until  the  child  is  old  enough  to  read himself,  you
will  most  likely  have  lost  the  opportunity  to  share  "rlth him
not  only  the  reading  but  also  the  emotions  that  accoxppany
reading.     Even  the  youngest  too  should  feel  the  security  of-
ownlng  his  own  library.    The  interest  and  purpose  of  reading
in  the  lives  of  the  parents  or  those  olos®ly  associated  with
the  child  often    etermlne  his  interest  and  enthusiasm  for
15
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reading  materials.
Just  as  home  envlrorment  does  af±.eot  readingL6  |t  |s
also  probable  that  reading may  change  attitudes  and  b®havlor.
One  purpose  of  education  today  is  for  healthful  living.
Education  for  democratic  family  living  ls  also  being  increas-
ingly  reoognlzed  as  being  vital  to  our  democratic  society.
Many  books  for  Children  of  the   elemental.y  school  have  been
writt;en  on  family  life.
F|sherL7  has  done  an  ®valuatlon  of  books  available  on
family  life  because  of  the  fact  that  mol]e  educators  are
steadily  assuming  more  responsibility.  for  d®veloplng  family
life  education.
Reading  ln  life  today  has  many  purposes  and  may  vary
from  'Hunpty  Dumpty  to  Atomic  energy."L8    Reading  and  living
are  Closely  lntel`wov®n.     A  young  person  aged  eight   once   said,
''1  wonder  what  families  do  that  donlt  read  books  togdher."
It  would  be  like  not  knowing  each  otherls  friends.    Reading
is   sc>m©thing  which  needs   to  b©  shared  to  be  enjoyed  to  the
16
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American  Childhood
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fullest.    Constant  exposure  t;o  books  make  them  pleasant
necessities  to  any  family  or  gro\xp  living  togeth®r®
Since   the  publlcatlon  of HavlnghurstlsL9  Deve|opmenta|
|a_sk_a  ±p{t  Eduoatlon,   teachers and  llbral.lams  have  been
correlating. many  of  our.  well  knoun  library  titles  with  the
nine   developmental  tasks  of  the  adoleso®nt.     MCGuire2°  g|v®s
her  list  of  books  for  the  adolescent;  and  notes  that
In  everyday  life  the  individual  learns  how to  live
and  how  to  meet  an  ever  widening  circle  of  people,
situations  and  experiences.     This  process  involves
a  Continuous  pattern  of  learning  and  adjusting  which
has  been  charact;erlzed  as  achieving  developm©ntal
tasks .... Books  help   span  the  gap  and  help  formulate
purposes.
Duff2L  says  that   l'books  open  doors   into  more  aspects
of  IIeaven  and  earth  than  his  infant  philosophy  has  dlieamed
of,  and  through  them  he  begins  to  learn  what  man  really  is."
19
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CHAP"R  Ill
S"DY  O`F  PARENTAL  STATUS
The  type  of  students  ln  attendance  at  the  Elementary
Demonstration  School  determines  the  type   of  school  1n
operation.    It  ls  believed  that  proper  bone  environment  has
a  high  oorrelatlc>n  with  the  financial,   social  and  economlo
status  of  the  parents.
It  is  important  to  lmow  the  status  of  parents  whose
ohildpen  are  taught  in  our  school  since  the  education  ln  the
classroom  represents  only  a  small  fraotlon  of  the  total
training  a  child reoelves.    It  is  estimated  that  of  the
8,760  houlis  ln  a  year,  the  child  spends  only  about  1,000
1n  scinool.     During  the  rest  of  these  hour.a  he  ls  under  home
supervi a i on .
The  writer  found  that  wide  variation  existed  in
reference   to  the  type  of  homes,  economic  st;atus,   and  the
size  of  families.    These  facts  ln  themselves  accounted  for
the  difl-.erlng  social  status  encountered.
In  this  survey  it  was  noted  that  the  nunb®r  of  homes
studied  were  about  equally  divided  between  the  small  town  of
Boone  and  the  rural  section  of  the  county.
The  I.eadlng  materials  ln  the  home  play  a  very  important
part  ln  the  over  all  aovelopment  of  the  individual.    This  was
also  true  of  the  type  and  variety  of  r©adlng materials  made
22i
avallabl©  1n  the  school.    Witty    states  that,
In  the  planned  reading  program  of  the  modern
school  lt  ls  reoognlzed  that  the  chlldls  choice
of  reading m8terlals  ls  an  important  Consideration ....
the  reading  of  magazines  and  newspapers  is  also  a
necessary  phase  of  a  well  balar.cod  reading  progr.am.
_rm_e_S_ of  homes. The  particular  part  of  the  question-
naire  relating  to  homes  included  items  on  th®1r  location,
facilltles  for  cleanliness  and  other  modern  convenlenoes,
size  and  availability  of  rooms  for  each  occupant,  home
o"ershlp,  eta.
Table  I  gives  an  itemized  list  of  the  number  of  rooms
available  ln  the  home  and  also  the  number  of parents
r®portln8.
Paul  Witty,   et  als.,   '`Childrenls  Choice   of
Favor.1te  Books, n  Journal  of
1946,     pp.   276-27   .
jRIucatlonal Psychology,   May,
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TABIE  I
DlsTRIENITION   OF  HchqEs  AccORDING  TO   "E  NIMEER  OF  ROors
Number  of  I.ooms                                                 Number   of  bom®s
The  writer  found  the  number  of  rooms  in  the  homes
varied  from  one  to  seventeen.     Two  parents  listed  their  home
as  consisting  of  only  one  room,  while   only  one  parent  had
two  rooms.     Five  parents  reported  three  rooms,   and  eleven
parents  reported  four  rooms.     Ten  parents  reported  five
rooms  in  their  homes  with  a  greater  number  of  `parents  having
si]r.  rooms.     This  number  being  twenty-one.     Seventeen  fami-
lies  had  homes  consistingof  seven  rooms  while  eighteen
families  had  eight  room homes.    After  this  point  the  writer
finds  fewer  parents  had  large  homes.     Ten  parents  list  their
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homes  as  consisting  of  nine  rooms,   eight  homes  have  ten
rooms.     Seven  homes  have   eleven  rooms,   whll©  four  homes  have
twelve  rooms.     ThoI.e  were  only  three  famill©s  that  had  as
many  as  thirteen  rooms  while  two  homes  had  foutiteen  rooms.
The   8pe&test  number  of  rooms  reported  was  seventeen.     Two
families  fell  ln  this  category.
The  median  number  of  rooms   listed  in  1949  1n  the
United  States2  for  dw®111ng  units  was  4.75  roo]]is.     North
Carolina  listed  4.61  rooms.
The  homes  studied  in  this  sun.vey  seem  to  be  above
average  ln  the  nun.ber  of  I.ooms  provided  for  the  families.
The  large  number  of  rooms  available  should mean
that  many  of  the  ohildr©n  have  the  advantage  of  having  a
Iioom  to  call  their  own  in  which  to  study  and  read  undls-
turbed®
The  looatlon  of  the  home  as  to  town  or  Country  s®®ms
to  have  had very  little  influence  as  to  the  avallabillty  of
modern  faoilltlea.    Table  11  gives  the  location  of  the  home
and  lists  available  faolliti©s.
Statlstioal  Abstract
United  States  Depa of   Coninerc-e
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TARE  11
IiocATICiN   OF  HOMES   AND  AVAILABH  FACILITIES
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Home a                                                                                                               Number
In  Boono
On  farm
Having  runr]1ng  water
Eleotl.1olty
Radio
Television
Aut omobl le s
Washing  machine a
Furnace
One  hundred  and  twenty-four  homes  were   studied.     Of
this  nun.ben  over  one-half  were  located  ln  the  town  of  Boone,
while  fifty-two  were  located  on  the  farms  neal'by.    About
three-fourths  of  the  homes  reported  having  running  water  ln
the  homes.     About  ninety-eight  per  cent  of  the  homes  repoptea
eleetrioity  in  the  homes.    About  ninety-nine  per  cent  of  the
homes  rieported  radios.     Ten  homes   out   of  the  one  hundred  and
twenty-four,   or  about  two  per  cent,  had  t®l©vlsion.     Two-
thirds  of  the  homes  had  automobiles.    About  three-fourths  of
the  homes  had  washing  machines.     One-third  of  the  homes
reported  a  furnace.
26
This  llstlng  coiapares  favorably  to  the  listing  for  the
5
Unlt©d  States  as  a  whole.     Information  Please  Almanac,     wltha
figures  from  the  United  States  Department  of  Cormeroe,  reports
that  in  the  United  States  ln  1950  seventy-two  per  Cent  of  the
homes  had  running  welter,  eighty-nine  per  cent  of  the  homes
had  electricity.     About  ninety-nine  per  cent  of  t;he  homes  had
radios.    One-twelfth  of  the  homes  had  tel©vlslon.     Over  two-
thirds  of  the  homes  owned  automobiles.     Over  one-half  of  the
homes  had  washing  machines  and  forty-eight  per  cent   of  the
homes  were  equipped  whtb  a  furnace.
Modern  faoillties  ln  the  homes  show  a  higiv  social  and
economic  @tatus   of  the   parents.     Modern  conveniences  mean  more
leisure  tlm®  which  parents  may  have  with  t;he  Children  and  for
t;heir  own  recreation.     Thus  we  may  conclude  that  the  homes  of
the  childp®n  attending  the  Elementary  Demonstration  School
have  about  as  many  conveniences  as   other  ohildr©n  ln  the
United  States.
A  listing  was  also  made  of  home  ownership.     Table
Ill  gives  the  dlstplbution  of  this  relationship.    It  was
found  that  eleven  parents  were  renting  their  homes,   seven
were  purchasing  and  twenty-one  already  owned  their  homes.
5
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TABIE  Ill
oT/||NERSHIP   0F  HONES
Item                                                                          Number  of  parents
R®ntlng  home                                                                                11
Baying  home                                                                               7
0rmed  home`                                                                                      21
More  than  one-half  of  the  homes  listed  ln  this  study
were  owned  by  the  person  occupying  the  dwelling  as  compared
to  the  Unit;ed  States  average  of  one-third  of  the  dwellings
owned  by  the  person  oocupylng.
Home  ownership  provides  comminity  solidarity  and
stablllty.    Education  thrives  best  ln  such  a  situation.
The  Boone  oormunlty  should  thus  pl.ovide  a  good  situation
for  learmlng.
ef parents.    A  very  vital  influence  in  theEducation  of
reading  materials  provided  in  the  home  is  the  educational
background  of  the  parent.     The  writ;er  discovered  i;hat  the
education  of  the  mothers  ran  from  one  with a  first  gI.ado
4
united  S
Statistical  Abstl.act  of  the  tlnited  States  for  1950
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education  to  another  with  a  Ph.  D.  Degree.    Almost  the  same
was  tm®  of  t;h©  fathers  sino®  one  father  had  a  thlpd  gI.ado
education  and  another  a  Ph.  D.  Degree.     Table  IV  gives  an
overall  ploture  of  the  education  situation.
"ERE  IV
EI)UCATION   0F  HE  PARENTS   SUMMARIZED
Grade  Completed                                     Number  completing  gI.ado
_  _______   _    .    .    _   _  __      _   I_   ___T=_   I  I_i_I____   _ __
Mothe r                       Father
Elementary
High  School
College
M.   A.   Iieore©
Pb.  I).  Degree
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IIow®ver,   in  the  over-all  picture  lt  was  found  that  in
most  of  the  cases  the  mother  and  father  ln  the  bone  possessed
almost  ldentloally  the  same  eduoatlonal  tralnlng.    Table  IV
lndicat;es  that  only  one  motherls  educational  tralnlng  was  as
low as  the  first  grade  while  no  father  fell  in  this  or  the
second  grade  level  and  only  one  mother  had  a  second  grade
education.    As  far  as  the  third  grade  was  oonc®rned  the
wz.1ter  found  two  fathers  in  this  group  while  no  mothers  came
under  the  third,  fourth,  or  fifth  grade  group.    In  the
four.th  grade  we  find  two  fathers,  also  one  ln  the  fifth
grade  group.     In  the  sixth  grade  educational  groups  w®  find
one  mother  and  three  fathers  while  there  was  listed  ten
fathers  and  ten  mothers  with  a  seventh  gr'ade .education.
There  is  a  great  probability  that  th©s®  mothers  and  fathers
had  completed  the  elementary  school  when  there  were  only
seven  grades  ln  that  division.     In  the  ©icht;h  grade  bpaoket
we  find four  mothers  and  one  father.    In  the  ninth  grade
group  there  was  one  mother  and  two  fathers  listed.    In  the
tenth  grade  five  mothers  and  five  fathers  were  listed.    Only
one  mother  reached  the  eleventh  grade  while  ten  mothers  and
seven  fathers  completed high  school.     In  the  college  bracket
the  number  becomes  much  smaller.     Only  three  fathers  and  no
mothers  reached  this  rank  while  one  mothel.  and  also  one
father  coxpleted  the  second  year  of  college.    No  one  listed
the  thll.d  year  of  college.     One  mother  completed  four  years
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of  College.
The  wl.it©r  found  two  mothers  and  two  fathers  with
masters  degrees  and  one  mother  and  one  father  with  doctorates.
This  babl®  indicates  a  great  range  in  the  educational
achievement  of  the  parents  involved  in  the  study.
In  the  year  1947  the  average  number  of  years  of  school
completed  was  eight  and  nine  tenths  for  the  male.     The  female
population  ran  slightly higher  Completing  nine  and  three
tenths.     The  North  Carolina  average  for  both  male  and  female
uns  seven  and  four.  tenths.5
The  parents  of  the  children  ln  the  Elementary
Demonstration  School  had  an  average  educational  level  of
nine  and  five  t©nth8  for  the  mothers  and  nine  and  one  tontb
for  the  fathers.    The  educational  level  was  sligivtly  above
the  national  average.
Eoonomic  Status p£ ±j:i  parents.    Many  factors  were
involved  ln  oonsideplng  the  economic  status  of  the  parents.
This  status  had  gI'eat  influence  on  the  reading  materials
provided  ln  the  homes  for  the  students  of  the  Elementary
Demonstration  School.     In  Table  V  the  writ;er  has  arranged
the  income  of  the  parents  into  three  brackets.
EEE..  PP.115-114.
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TABIE   V
INCOIvlE   OF  THE   PARENTS
Income                                                                             Number  of  parents
Under  $1,OOo  per  year                                                       14
E©twe6n.$2,000  and  #4,000  per  year                         20
0`ver  $4,000  per  year                                                          5
Fourteen  parents,   or  about  one-third,  1ndloat;ed  that
thelli  family  lnoome  was  under  q$1,OOO  per  year.     This  figure
is  much  higher  in  number  of  people  with  incomes  under  #,i,000
than  the  average  given  ln  1949  fop  the  people  ln  the  Unlt©d
6
States.      At  that  time  about  one-seventh  of  the  people  had
incomes  under  Sl,OOO.     About   one-half  the  people  ln  the
United  States  had  incomes  ranging  from  Sl,000  to  #5,000
yearly.    The  writer  found  ln  this  survey  that  one-half  of
the  parents  had  lncom®s  ranging  between  S`2,000  and  $4,000.
only  one-eighth  I.eported  incomes  over  $4,000  as  Compared  to
over.  one-third  of  the  people  ln  the  United  States  I.epopting
incomes  from  $5,000  to  over  q$5,000.
These  figures  do  not  necessarily  lower  the  status  so
much  due  to  the  fact  that  about  one-half  of  the  parents
Kleran,  j2B.  £±±.,   p.   294.
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surveyed  live  on  farms  where  they  produce  part  of  the  food
thus  having  money  to  spend  which  would  ln  some  localltles
have  to  be  used  for  food,   shelter,  and  other  nec®ssitles.
Table  VI  lists  the  occupation  and  the  number  of
fathers  and  mothers  that  fell  in  ®aoh  group.    Dlvislon  into
groups  is  made  as  to  whether  they belong  to  the  comon,
sklll®d  or  professional  group  of  workers.
TAERE  VI
Occupation                                                                     Father      Mother
Common
Laborer
Skilled
Labor®I.
Profe s a lonal
Worker
Chauffeur
Coal  dealer
State   employ®®
Cafeteria  worker
Track  driver
Leboper
Farmer
Housework
Care   operator
Game  proteotop
Higivay  supervisor
Mail  oarrlez.
Metal  worker
Painter
Prison  supervisor
Salesman
Shovel  operator
Meohanlo
Electriolan
Carpenter
Merchant
Teacher
I,1brarian
Bookkeeper
1
1
1
5
4
7
50
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Forty-®18bt  parent;a  are  in  the   categol*y  of  the  Common
worker.    This  large  number  is  due  to  the  fact  that  thirty
mothers  listed  housework  as  thLelr  occupation.     Sevent;eon
fathers  work  as  common  workers  and  one  mother  as  a  cafeteria
worker,
In  the  skilled  group,  twenty  fathers  are  listed  as
care  operator,   game  protector,  highway  supervisor,  rmll
carrier,  metal  worker,  painter,  prison  supervisor,   salesman,
shovel  operator,  m©chanios,  electricians,   carpenters  and
merchants.    No  mothers  were  listed  in  this  group.
The  professional  group  lists  only  seven  people  out
of  the  forty-eight.    These  are  three  fathers  and four.
mothers.    All  the  fathers  listed  are  teachers.     Two  mothers
are  teachers,   one  a  librarian,  and  one  is  a  bookkeeper.
The  distribution  according  to  oocupatlons  indica.tes
that  the  occupational  choice  of  the  parents  should be
Conducive  to  a  desire  for  high  educational  achievement  among
their  Children.
Table  VII  lndlcates  the  approximate  number  of  books
pun.Chased  ln  1950  and  the  number  of  pap©nts  purchasing  books
thus  making  them  available  to  their  children.    The  number  of
books  owned  are   listed  also  with  the  number  of  parents.
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TARE  VII
NUMfER   OF   ErooKs   PURCHASED  AND   OwRED   IN   195o
Number  books  purchased                                                Nun,ben  parents
None
5
10
15
40
Number  books   owned
None
i
5
15
50
75
loo-goo
ZOO-goo
500-GOO
GOO-1000
over  1000
18
6
6
4
2
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Thirteen  parents  did  not  purchase  any  books  fop  their
homes  during  the  year  1950.     Six  parent;a  purchased  five  books
each  while  five  other  parents  purchased  ten  books  each.
Fifteen  books  were  purchased  by  f our  of  the  homes  while  two
parents  lndioated  that  they pur'chased  as  many  as  forty  books
for  their  homes.
Thore  was  considerable  varl&tion  ln  the  number  of
books  owned  from  none  by  four  families  to  over  1000  volumes
reported  by  another.     One  family  owned  one  book.     The  title
was  not  glv®n  so  it  was  assumed  that  lt  was  the  Blble.     Four
families  indicated  ounershlp  of  only  five  books  each  while
five  families  stated  that  their  libraries  consi8tea  of
fifteen  books.    Fifty  books  were  found  ln  the  book  collec-
tions  of  at  least  four  families  while  another  family  listed
that  they  owned  seventy-flv®  books.     Going  into  large
numbers  the  writer  found  four  families  that  had  from  one
hundred  to  two  hundred  books.     Two  famllles  counted  their
books  from  two  h:`indr®d  to  three  hundred.     In  the  larger  list-
ing  it  was  indicated  that  three  families  had  from  five
hundred  to  six hundred  books.     One  family  each  was  listed  ln
the  six  hundred  to  one  thousand  bracket  as  well  as  ln  the
over  one  thousand  glioup.
Size  of  families.    The  size  of  the  famllles  varied
from  those  students  that  had  fifteen  brothers  and  sisters
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down  to  the  many  students  that  had  neither  brothernor  sister.
Table  VIII  summarizes  the  number  of  bz`others  and  sisters.
TARE  VIII
SIZE   OF  FAMIItlES
Number  of  students                   Number  of  brothers  anq/or  sisters
Table  VIII  indicates  that  elgivteen  students  had  no
brothers  or  sisters.    Twenty  students  had  one  brother  or
sister  and  twenty  others  had  two  brothers  or  sist;era.
Sixteen  students  had  tlmee  brothers  and  sisters,  thirteen
had  four`  brothers  and  sisters,  while  fifteen  of  the  students
had  five  brothers  and  sisters  each.     W®  find  eight  of  the
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students  having  six  brothel`s  and  sisters.     Only  six  students
had  as  many  as   seven  bl.others  and  sisters.     Three  students
had  eight  brothers  and  sisters,  one  student  had  nine  broth®rs
and  sisters,  and  two  students  had  ten  brothers  and  sisters
each.    At  this  point  we  find  no  student  with  either  eleven,
twelve  or  thirt;eon  brothors  and  sisters.     One  student  has
fourteen  brothers  and  sisters  while  one  other  has  fifteen
brothers  and  sisters.
This  is  a  total  of  581  bpothers  and  sisters  for  the
124  students  reporting  or  an  average  of  about  4.5  ohlldren
ln  124  homes.
CIf  the  42,107,COO  households   llstea  in  1949,   twenty-
one  and  six-tenths  per  c®nt  had  one  child  under  eighteen
y©aps  of  age.     Sixteen  per  c®nt  had  two  children.     Thirteen
and  eight-tenths  per  Cent  had  three  or  more  children.     The
median  number  of  persons  including  husband,   wife  and
children  per  household  ln  1949  was  three  and  eleven-
hundredths:'7
I,eisure  time  activities ±±  Eg ELa_r_a_n_t_S_.     The  writer
found,  by  questlonnalre  r®tums,  that  the  parents  that  had
noted  some  leisure  time  activity  were  the  families  ln  the
higher  income  class  and  usually  those  parents  that  oimed  or
Statistical  Abstract,  E.  £±±.,  p.  25.
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wer.e  buying  their  homes.     It  was  noted  in  Comparison  that  the
number  of  books  owned  or  purchased  last  year  were   owned  or
purchased by  those  people  who  were  in  the  leisure  class
group.    O`f  the  parents  reporting  on  the  vaplous  questions,
the  writer  found  that  thirty-nine  expressed  interest  in
reading  while  only  two  stated  that  they  did not  enjoy
reading.
Table   IX  shows  the  1®1supe  time  aotlvities  llstea  by
both  fathers  and mothers  and  the  popularity  of  each  actlvlty.
IABIE  IX
IElsuRE  Tmffi  AOTlvlTIEs
Aot ivlty                                                 Father                  Mother
Hunting
lrave 1
Radio
Shows
Reading
Fishing
Farming
Hiking
Rug  making
Church  work
Handiwork
Enld8e
Club  work
Civic  organizations
Golf
None
1
1
8
11
59
Table  IX  indicates  that  reading  was  the  most  popular
leisure  time  a.ctivlty.     One-third  of  the  parents  chocked
reading  as  their  favorite.    About  one-fourth  of  the  parents
surveyed,  enjoyed  the  movies  as  their  favorite  leisure  time
aotivlty.    Other  activities  list;ed  by  the  parents  were
bunting,  travel,  radio,  fishing,  farming,  hiking,  rug
making,   church wol.k,  handiwork,  bl.1dge,   Club  work,   civic
organlzatlons,  and  golf.
The  lixportanco  of  lelsure  tlm®  activities  cannot  be
over-emphasized.    Various  studies  have  indicated  that  a
Certain  amount  of  a  personls   time  must  be  devoted  to  leisure
time  activities  ln  one  formi  or  another  ln  order  for  that
person  to  become  a  well-rounded  indivldual®
8
Monroe     says  the  need  for  wholesome  recreational
activity  becomes  acute  ln  American  oultur.e.     1ifeolesal®
recreation  acts  as  a  per.sonal  and  social  integrator.    The
Educational  Policies  Oommisslon  has  emphasized  this  point
of  view  by  listing  among  the   ''impel.ative  educational  needs
of  youth"  the  importance  of  worth"hlle  leisure  opportunltles.
To  be  watched  and  discouraged  are  the   disintegrating
types  of  leisure  time  use  such  as,   slot  machines,  pulp  maga-
zines,   Certain  comic  books,   low  quality  movies,   eta.
8
Waiter  S.   Monpo®,
Research     (New  York:     The
DOG,
edla  of  Educational_____
5E:paHy,     I   I   ,   p.Macm
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Some  wrlters9  Contend  that  ready  made  maohlne
pleeisures,  passive  amusements  and  over-stimulating  excitement
tend  to  disintegrate  the  individual  and  that  society may
gradually  drift  toward  a  state  of  boredom  and  neurosis  if  we
do  not  bq?n  to  populal`ize  the  active  and  creative  uses  of
leisure  time.
Many  leaders  now  I'ecognize  the  part  of  the  school  ln
developing  wise  choices  of  leisure  time  use  and  in  co-
opel.Sting  with  the   cormunlty  i.n  planning  a  recreation  progrgLm.
I,eisure  time  aotlvlties  of  lndivlduals  are  always
dependent  upon  space  and  faoLlitl®s,  material  and  equipment,
leadership,  racial  backgrounds  and  local  interest  of  the
parents.
Reading  as  a  leisure  time  actlvlty  is  possible  in  t;he
area  covered  by  this  survey  not  only  because  of  home  libraries
and  school  libraries  but  also  because  of  a  good  boolanobllo
covet.age  from  the  Watauga  County  Public  Iiibrary.
In  1940,  according  to  a  study  made  by  the  United  States
10
Department  of  Agrloultur®,       there  were  apppoxlmately  400
counties  out  of  5,000  in  the  United  States  with  library
service.     This  means  that  nearly  59,000,000  rural  Americans
do  not  have  access  to  a  permanent  llbrar.y  service.
Eng.,  P.  1045.
10
EnI.,  p.  1006.
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Seventy-six  counties  ln  North  Carolina  ln  1950  had  one
or  more  publlo  llbrarles  for  white  people.    Folity  counties
provided  llbrarles  fop  the  colored population.    Thirty-four
cities  and  towns  provld®d  public  llbrarie8.    There  were  also
twenty-one  regional  public  libraries. 11
Income  and  education  versus  number  of children.     The
author  found  that  various  phases  of  home  life  were  reflected
by the  influence  of  the  incc>me  and  the  ®ducatlon  of  the
fathers  and  mothers  ln  the  homes  surveyed.
Table  X  gives  the  average  number  of  children  found  ln
the  homes  within  various  income  brackets.
TABRE  X
PARENTS   INCOME   VERSUS   NUMRER   OF  0IIIIDREN
Income  bracket   (Yearly)           Average  number  of  children
in  home
Under  Sl,OOO
$2,000  to  #4,000
Over  $4,000
11
Northcarof::;Einef;ag.anE:r!Ea¥:u:n3nusqt:::ig:i#eG:;;8:5|
|i{Elaij;;a,   NO`rih``-Gin±Ii6iiriE=
pp.  495-96.
Almanac  Publishing  Company,   1950
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Famllles  with  $1,000  or  Less  annual  1noome  had  an
average   of  2.7  Children  per  home  as  Compared  with  the
national  average  for  1940,12  which  was  2.55.     An  increase
was  noted  ln  the  size  of  families  with  lnoomes  between
S,2,000  and  $4,000  where  the  average  family  consisted  in  the
homes  sue.veyed  of  5.1  children.     Parents  with  an  income  of
over  $4,000  yearly  salary  had  an  average  of  only  2  children
per home  which  did  not  follow  the  national  average  in  which
the  number  of  children  increased  steadily  with  the  lnoome  up
to  5.87  children  for  an  income  of  $10,000  and  over.
Table  XI  indicates  the  relationship  between  the
motherls  education  and  the  average  number  of  children  in
their  bones.
TABRE  XI
EDUCATION   0F  MOTRERS   VERSUS   NUMj3ER   0F'   CHILDREN
Education                                         Average  number  of  ohlldren
Grammar  grades
High  school
College
College   (over  4  years)
12
Statistical  Abstract,  j2p..  £±±.,  p.  271.
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The  writer  found  that  mothers  with  only  grade  school
tr&1nlng  averaged  2.9  Children  per  family  while  mothers  that
reached  high  school  averaged  3.0  children  per  home.    This
group  ran  higher  ln  the  number  of  Children  than  any  other
level.    Mother.s  with  college  education  averaged  2.5  ohildpen.
Those  with  more  than  f our  years  of  college  work  averaged
only  2.0  children.
Fathers  with  the  various  gr.ades  of  educational
attainment  as  the  mothers  averaged  a  slightly  larger  number
of  children  per  home.     This  is  shown  in  Table  XII.
13
Landls,       in  sunmarlzing  studies  dealing  with  the
relationship  between  education  and human  fertility,   states
that  communities  and  social  classes  with  greater  education
have  lower  birth  rates.     The  same  findings  were  also  made
by  this  survey  concerning both  mothers  and  fathers.
15
Monroe,  E.  ±±±.,  p.   1212.
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TARE  XII
EDUCATION   OF  FARERS   VERSUS  NUMBER  0F  CHIIDREN
Education                                          Average  nun.ben  of  ohildr©n
Grammar  grades
High  school
OO|1e8®
College   (over  4  years)
Fathers  with  grammar  grade  education  had an  average  of
5.i  children  per  family.    Those  with  high  school  training
averaged  only  2.4  children.    Fathers  with  college  training
and  training  beyond  four  years  College  had  an  equal  rating
of  3.0  children  ln  their  homes.
SU-Y
Material  fop  this  ohapt©r  was  obtained  by  means  of
quest;ionnalres  and  was  used  to  chow  the  parent;al  status.
Compal.isons  to  the  national  avel'age,   when  possible,   were
made  with  data  presented.
Factors  found  in  the  homes  which  were  conducive  to  a
good  reading  program  for  children  and  adults  were:
i.    A  higher  than  average  number  of  rooms  in  the  homes
thus  provldlng  a  place  ln  which  to  read  undlsturbod.
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2.     The  presence  ln  the  homes   of  many  modern  faoill-
ties  and  conveniences  to  enable  the  members  of  the  families
to  have  adequate  lighting  for  reading,  f&cillties  for
oleanllness  and  sanitation,   time  saving  devlc®s  as  the  wash-
1ng  maohin®  allowing  the  mother  more  time  with  the  children
or  for  leisure  time  reading,  radios  and  automobiles  ln  most
of  the  bones  allovyed  outside  oontacts  with  the  world  as  a
means   of  developing  new  and  more  lasting  interest  and
motlvatlon  for  good  reading.
5.    A  slightly  higher  than  the  average  educational
level  of  the  parents.
4.    A  high  level  of  leisure  time  activities  of  which
reading  was  the  activity  chosen  most  fl.equently.
Factors  found  which  were  not  conducive  to  wide  reading
Were i
1.    A  lower  than  the  average  income  status  which  would
leave  less  money  for  the  acquisition  of  wopthwh.ilo  reading
materials.
2.    A  larger  number  of  Children  per  home  than  the
national  average  which  might  cut  down  the  expendltures  for
reading  materials  where  they  are  most  needed.
As  a  whole,   the  parental  status  is  of  a  quality  which
should  be  conducive  to  a  high  reading  achievement  among
their  ohildr®n.
CHAPTER  IV
STATUS  0F  S"DEFTS   IN  IRE  IIOMES   S"DIED
The  students  ln  the  homes  studied  were,   1n  general,
similar  to  any  group  of  small  town  elementary  school  students.
According  to  other  surveys  that  have  been  made  there  were  rmny
facts  ooncerming  the  likes  and  dislikes  of  chlldpen  which  were
substantially  the  same  as  those  found  ln  the  present  study.
The  questionnaire  to  students  lnoluded  such  items  as
their  interest  in  libral.y  books,  how  they  spent  their  va-
cation,  the  type  of  pets  they  found  most  enjoyable,  their
leisure  time  and  the  manner  in  which  leisure  time  was
utlliz®d.
The  author  found  this  gI.oup  of  elemental.y  school
students  were  interested  ln  reading  library  books  and maga-
zines.    The  number  of  students  reading  library  books  and  the
approximate  number.  read  is  lndioated  in  Table  XIII.    Nlnety-
seven  students  stated  on  the  questlonnalres  that;  reading
library  books  was  the  type  of  reading  they  enjoyed  most.
Many  enjoyed  reading  them  to  a  younger  brother  or  sister.
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TABRE  XIII
IilERARY  BOOKS   READ
Nunb®r  of  books                                  Number  of  8tud®nts  reading
The  author  found  one  student   out  of  the  total  of  124
had  read  only  one  book  during  the  past  year.     One  student
read  only  two.    Another  student  had  read  only  three  books.
The  study  lndloat©s  that  seven  students  read  ten  books  each
while  fifteen  read  twenty  books.
It  will  be  noted  that;  the  number  of  students  decreased
accordingly  as   the  number  of  books  read  increased.    Nine
students  read  thirty  books  each.    The  number  increased  in  the
next  category  ln  t;hat  twenty-three  students  listed  their
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reading  as  fifty  books.    Going  further  in  the  table  the
reader  will  note  that  six  students  read  sixty  books.    Seven
read  seventy  books.     Nine  read  eighty  books.     Only  three
students  read  as  many  as  ninety  books.    When  the  reader
reaches  the  one-hundred  book  number  lt  ls  noted  that  only
twelve  students  aohieved  this  level.    Nine  read  one-hundred
and  twenty-flv®  books.    In  the  last  listing  the  author  found
that  four  students  read  two-hundred  books,  three  read  three-
hundred  books.    ainly  one  student  read  as  many  as  four-
hundl'ed  books.
It  is  to  be  kept  in  mind  that  the  listing  given  ln
Table  XIII  ls  the  estimate  of  the  children  which  may  aooount
for  the   seemingly  high  flgur©s  although  the  circulation
records  ln  the  school  llbpaz.y  alone  seem  to  uphold  their
answers .
MonpoeL  lists  a  study  in  California  ln  which  records
were  kept  which  showed  that  the  elementary  ohlldren  ln  t.hat
school  read  an  av®pag©  of  forty-two  books  per  year.
me  average  number  of  books  read  by  children  ln  this
study  was  about  fifty.    Circulation  I.ecoras  are  not  always
accurate  tests  as  to  whether  a  child  has  read  a  book.    A
childls  oira  llstlng  is   often  more  likely  I;o  be  trme®
1
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The  unrestl.1cted  oholces  of  books  by  children  doing
voluntary  reading  reveal  some  noteworthy  changes.2    |t  is
thought  lf  more  books  were  made  generally  available  about
cazieers,   tomboyish  escapades,   loyal  heroes,   bom®  and  school
Life,  histol.ioal  nystery,  avlatlon,   Sea  adventurg  and
nystery,  pupils  might  show a  greater  interest  ln  voluntary
r©adln8.
of  vaoatlons.     The  ohildl.en  showed  much±xp29± 9±
interest  in  the  manner  ln  which they  spent  their  vaoatlon
during  the   summer  of  1950.     Students  were  asked  to  name
the  state  or  locatlon  ln  which  their  vacation  was  spent.
Table  XIV  summarizes  the  place  of  vacation  and  the  number
of  students  ln  each particular  location.
D.  c.  Heag%u:ngL8:#¥£a:;:±±asgg g:±=E±.
Modern  Eduoatlon ( Boston s
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TAJ3IE  XIV
VIHERE  sTul>ENTs   SPENT  vACATIors
Place                                                           Number  of  students
HOme
¥:::±Lf#o::±a8:¥::Lna,
North  Carolina
Tennessee
Oaliformla
Virslnla
Washington,   D.   a.
Ohio
West  Virginia
Florida
Georgia
The  fact  that  forty-nine  students  stat©a  that  they had
no  vacation  probably  Could  be  interpreted  in  s©vepal  ways.
The  writer  uriderstands  this  to  mean  that  these  st;udents  did
not  leave  home  during  the  summer  for  any  length  of  time.
Twenty-one  students  vlslted  locally  while  seven  spent  some
time  at  the  various  beaches.    The  writer  found  that  nine
states  were  represented  as  vacation  spots.     Fourteen
student;s  visited  in  various  parts  of  North  Carolina.    Five
visited  Tenn®sse®,   seven  Vlrglnla,   four  West  Vlrginla,   and
three  spent  their  vaoatlon  ln  Ohio.    The  other  states  listed
were  a  gr.eater  distance  from Nor.th  Oarollna  as  one  st;udent
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vaoationed  in  California,  two  in  Washington,  D.  a.,  three  ln
Florida,  and  one  in   Georgia.
Most  all  children  enjoy  books  that  contain  descriptions
related  to  their  own  everyday  experiences.     Thus  the  vacation
spots  and  the  new  interests  and  enthusiasm  for  the  new  things
seen  during  their  vacation  form  a  good  basis  upon  which  to
begin  the  guidance  toward  a  balanced  reading  progr.am  dul.ing
the  school  year.
The  Child  may  have  his  first  introduction  to  the
desert,   the  seashore,   the  woods,   the  plains  or  modern  modes
of  travel  through  his  vacation  time.    A  few  miles  of  travel
exposes  the  child  to  the  building  of  roads,   cities,   lakes,
new  bridges  and  all  the  new  and  modern  ixplements  of
construction.    Many  books  may  be  used  to  stimulate  these
new  interests  and  provide  information  oono©I.ming  them.
Betznep5  has  said  that  t;ravel,   a  prominent  and
accepted  part  of  current  life,  makes  it  possible  for  boys
and  girls  to  use  their most  familiar  and  dependable  means  of
acquiring  knowledge  in  broader  and  more   Gist;ant  fields®
!EEg± ±£ E±.    In  Table  XV  t;he  author  shows  the
various  types  of  pets  owned  by  the  students  and  the  nun,b©p
of  students  owning  pets.
cooks
5
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"RE  XV
TYPES   OF  PETS
Type   of  pet                                                        Nu]nber  of  students
DOS
Cat
Rabbit
Chicken
Horse
Pony
COw
Lamb
Calf
Turtle
mouse
Ground  hog
The  dog  was  the  most  popular  pet.    Fifty-six  students
listed  the  dog.    The  cat  was  second  with  thirty-nine  students.
Six  students  had  a  pet  chicken.    Six  others  had  pet  rabbits.
Groups  of  three  children  each  had  hol.sos,  ponies,   and  cows.
Probably  due  to  the  spring  season,   two  students  had  pet
lambs.    Two  also  had  calves.     The  smaller  number  of  students
had  the  most  unusual  pets.     ere  each  had  a  turtle,   groundhog,
and  mouse.
Pets  are  important  to  children.    The  type  of  pet
owned  by  a  child  often  influences  the  types  of  books  bought
in  the  home   or  I.ead  in  the   li.brary.    Upon  chocking  the  Card
catalog  in  the  E1©m©ntary  Demonstration  School  for  the  number
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of  books  about  each  pet  mentioned  in  Table  XV  lt  was  found
that  the  nunbep  fol:Lowed  the   childrenls  Choices  almost
identically  with  the  exception  of  the  horse.     More  boc>ks  a:bout
horses  were  listed  than  any  other  pet.
In  play  with pets  or  in  writing  of  them,   children
express  basic  feelings  and  interests.    Pets  help  the  child
t;o  reveal  himself .     During  the  past  few  years  many  good
books  have  been  written  about  animals  that  are  popular
pets  ii/ith  children.     Many  good  movies  have   also  been  made.
One  of  the  best  is  probably   `'The  Yearling"  produced  by
Met;Ilo-Goldvyn-Hayer  which  is  a  story  of  Jody  and  his  pet
fawn,
Student activity.     The  t]rpes  of  activity  engaged  in
by  the   students  surveyed  varl®d  from  those  such as  studying,
listening  to  the  radio,   skating,  playing ball,  attending  the
movies,  eta.     Watauga  County  activities  for  student  enjoyment
were  of  a  limited  nature  especially  during  the  winter  months
end  early  spring.     It  is  to  be  expected  that;  the  type  of
activity  would  have  made  a  radical  change  for  the  outdoors
had  the   sun.vey  been  made  dul.ing  the  summer  months.
The  type  of  activities  engaged  in  by  the  student;s  often
influences  the  type  of  books  they  select  to  peed.
Table  XVI  summariz®§  the  activities  engrgpd  ln  by  the
various  students®
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TABIE  XVI
S"DENT  ACTIVITY
Items                                                                      Number  of  students
Attended  shows
Read
Listened  to  radio
Watched  t;elevision
Played
Worked
Studied
Visited
Attended  church
Read  to  younger  brother  or  sister
Table  XVI  graphically  shows  that   115  students  were
aotlvely  engaged  ln  church  work  which  ls  of  special  lntorest
in  the  mountain  county.     One  hundred-eight  pupils  expressed
interest  in  listening  as  a  favorite  pastime.    Probably  the
most  popular  public  entertainment;  for  the  Boone  Demonstration
School  students  was  the  movies.     Seventy-five  students  en-
joyed  this  type  of  activity  while   seventy  Contented  them-
selves  by  reading  to  their  younger  brothers  or  sisters.
The  writer  is  convinced  that  many  more   than  sixty-eight
students  listed  enjoyed  some  formi  of  play.     Probably  due  to
the  expense  or  nev\rness   of  television  only  thirty  students
listed  it;  as  their  favorite  activity.     Twenty  students  worked,
eight  engaged  in  visiting  while  only  one  used his  pastime  for
studying.
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£E±=± ±±±± E£E: £±E.    The  author  found  that   the  spare
time  enjoyed  each  day  by  the  students  varied  from  zero  to
five  hour.a.     It  was  assumed  that  most  pupils  had  more  spare
time  t;ham  they  listed.     Table  XVII  gives  a  summary  of  these
facts,
TARE  XVII
SPARE   TIItffl   PER  DAY
Number  of  students                        Hour's   of  spare  time  daily
Table  XVII  indicat;ed  that  only  one  student  had  no  time
to  call  his   or  her  own.     Twenty-one  student;s  had  at   least;   one
hour  per  day.     TWo  hour.s   of  leisure  time  were  enjoyed  by
thirty-two  pupils,  while  twenty-eight  had  three  free  hours.
As  the  hours  increased  the  writer  found  the  number  of  students
decreased.     The  table   shows  fourt;eon  students  had  four  hours
spare  time  each  day.     Five  hours   of  leisure  were  enjoyed  by
seventeen  students.
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Favorite magazines.    None   c)f  the  readlns material
listed  by  the   students  held  higher  esteem  or  consisted  of  any
greater  variety  than  the  magazines.    The  students  listed
fort;y-eight  magazines  as  their  favorites.
Table  XVIII  shows  that  E±£±  Magazine  mag   leading  with
seventy-one  pupils  checking  it  as  their  favorite.    Look
Magazine  was  second  with  forty-three  pupils  which  leads  us
to  believe  that  the  students  were  leaning  toward  the  pie-
torial.     The  American  Girl placed  thil.a  with  twenty-two
students.    EBH'  ±±j]g had  fifteen  listings.    E±±  Saturday
Evening  fg£±  vras  checked  by  fourteen   st;udents.     The  others
varied  fr.om  twelve   to  one.
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TAERE  XVIII
FAVORITE  MAGAZINES
Magazine     Number  of                       Magazine           Number  of
students  reading                                  students  reading
Life
I'Ook
American  Girl
Jack  arid  Jill
Satur.day  Evening  Post
Boysl   Life
Womanls   coy
Child  Iilfe
Wildlife
Popu.lap  Science
I,adies  Home  Journal
Movie
Goc)a  Housekeeping
Mccalls
Popular  Mechanics
National  Geographic
Flying
Story  Parade
True  Stories
71         School  Activities
43          Comic s
22          Red  Book
16         Farm  Joul`nal
15         The  State
15         Household
12          Open  Road  for  Boys
7         Childrenl a  Playmate
7         Ford  limes
5        Pa thfin don
5        Secrete
5         Senior  prom
4         Childrenls  Digest
4        Nat ure
4          Wee   Wisdom
4        Calling All  Girls
4        Holiday
3          American  Home
5          Womanl s  Home   Companion
supm4ARY
Data  from  124  students  secured  by  questionnaires  were
used  in  this  Chapter  to  ®stabllsh  the  status  of  the  students
ln  the  homes.
A  comparison  of  the  findings  of  this  study  with  other
studies  of  childrenls  interests  shows  that  the  interests,
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likes  and  disllk®s  of  Boone  Demonstration  School  students  are
much  the  same  as  those   of  other  parts  of  the  country.
It  was  fou.nd  that  an  average  of  forty  library  books
per  child  had  been  read  during  t;he  past  year.     Magazine  and
newspaper  reading  ranked  hich  with  the  students.    Vacations,
t:p..pes   of  pets  and  student  activities  often  influenced  the
reading  of  the  students  as  to  type  and  selection  of
materials.    The  list  of  favorites  in  magazines  was  for  the
most  part  high ln  quality.
CHAPTER  V
READING  mTERIAI.s   IN  THE  HOREs   STUDIED
The  reading  materials  found  in  the  homes  of  the
fourth  and  seventh  grade  students  oonslsted  chiefly  of
magazines.     It  is  to  be  noted  also  that  more  reading  was
done  ln  the  nine  different  newspaper.s  found  in  the  homes
than  in  t;he  various  types  of  books.     GpayL  states  that  the
tremendous  quantity  of  magazine  reading  in  America  today,
much  of  it  medloor©  1n  quality,  places  upon  general  edu-
cation  a  stern  responslbillty.     The  s.chools,  we  are  confident,
oan  direct  the  potential  interests  ln  magazlneB  into  ohann®ls
@hloh  will  serve  both  the  individual  and  society  to  better
advantage  than  at  present.     But  before  the  schools  Can  und®r-
tak®  an  lntelllgent  program  c)f  guidance  in  magazine  reading,
we  need  to  know  more  about  the  reading  interests  satlsfled  by
magazine s .
There  have  been  many  investigations   of  newspaper
reading  among  students  but  probably  the  most;  extensive  and
2
careful  investigation  was  reported  by  Hal'v®y  and  I)enton,
i
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who  analyzed  questionnaire  reports  from  students  in  44  high
schools  ln  15  different  states.     They found  i;hat  most  students
spent  from  fifteen  to  thirty minutes  daily  on  the  newspapers,
and  that  a  large  percentage  of  them  reported  reading  the
newspaper  fop  information.     In  some  schools  ninety  per  cent
of  the  students  repor't©d  not  only  that  they  read  for  in-
formation  but  that  they  believed  what  they  read.
Gray  and  Munroe3  reviewed  a  number  of  studies  of
reading  interest  among  six  dlf£.erent  groups:    business  and
pl.ofessional  men,   college  students,   college  alumni,   young
industrial  workers,   loggers  and  rural  people.     They  con-
cluded  that  needy  all  people  in  all  groups  read  the  news-
paper,  but  that  group  interest  varied..
Current  literature ±Efpepularity.    The  wl.iter
discovered  that;   certain  magazines  as  well  as  newspapers
seemed  to  be  outstanding  as  popular  I.eading  material  when
Compared  to  all  literature  studied.     In  the  magazine
bracket  the  homes  favored  Iilfe  and  Reader.a
majority  while the  Charlotte  Observer  was
P-i.gis-t-  ty  a  huge
by  far  the  out-
standing  daily  newspaper.     However-,   1t  is  t;rue  that  the  local
county  weekly,  j±g  Wataugg
newspaper.
5
William  S,
and  Habits  of  Adults
gT5_0__5_._ _ __   -
Democrat was  the  favorite
Gr?#e:nfo¥:h#ar::::ia#oES:±di;:8L;Bte:eats
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Newspapers.     The  parents  were  asked  to  list  the
newspaper.a  that;  were  read  ln  their  home.     Nine   such  news-
papers  were  listed.     Seven  of  these  b®1ng  daily  newspapers
of  the   larger  cities  of  North  Cal`ollna.     Ttwo  were  weekly
publications,   one  being  the  local  paper.     Table  XIX  lists
the  newspapers  and  the  number  of  homes  having  those  papers
available.
TABIE  XIX
NUMBER   OF  Horns   IIAVING  NEWSPAPERS
Newspgiper                                                                  Number  of  homes
Watauga  Democrat
Charlotte  Observer
Winst;on  Salem  Journal
Ash®vllle  Citizen
Gr'eensboro  Daily  News
Charlott;a  News
Twin  City  Sentinel
Grit
None
TWo  weeklies  were   listed  by  the  parents.     The  local
paper,  ± Watauga Democrat was  found  ln  twenty  homes  while
the  £=±±,  published  in  Pennsylvania,   was  found  in  only  one
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home.    Of  the  dailies  noted,  the  writer  found  fifteen  parents
subscribe  to  the  Charlotte  Observer nine  parents  take  the
Asheville  Citizen  and  six  parents  take
Journal.     The  GI.eensboro
the  Winfron  Salem
!9±±E  E£E[E.  Was   found  in  two  homes
while  the   Charlotte  News  was  found  in   only  one  home.     The
writer  observed  that  one  home  reported  that  no  newspaper
of  any  kind  was  avallabl®.
w|tty4  says  that  the  newspaper  attracts  young  children
and  continues  to  hc»ld  their  interest  as  they  grow  older.    The
comic  strip  ls  the  favorite  section  of  the  newspaper.     Its
popularity  ls  never  equaled  by any  other  part.    ere  investl-
gator.  assigned  ranks  to  different  sections  of  the  paper  as
checked  by  students.     Comics  were  at  the  top  while  editorials
and  political  accounts  were  at  the  lowest  rank.
Magazines.     Witty  and  Coomer5  investigated  a  group  of
hich  school  boys  and  girls  who  reported  that  about  four
magazines   (other  than  ccimlcs)  were  I.Cad  reg\ilarly.     There
was  lltt;le   difference  ln  high  school  as  to  the  types  of
magazines  preferred  from  gr.ado   to  gr.ado.
RIagazines  have  recent;1y  come  to  appeal   strongly  t;o
pupils  ln  the  elementary  school.
D.  a.  Heagfu:n¥±5:X;en:;:±±E±9# g:±a5:
Eng.,  pp.  41-45.
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A  home  which  offers  a  variety  of  magazines  along  with
books  and  newspapers  ls  offering  further  opportunities  for
reading  that  is  appropriate  and  beneficial.
The  writer  requested  that  magazines  subscribed  to  be
listed.     Fifty-four  magazines  were  listed  even  though  some
magazines  were   subscribed  to  in  only  one  home.     Table  3H
lists  the  magazines  subscribed  to  or  purchased  and  the  number
of  homes  represented.
TARE  XX
NUMRER   0F  HOMES   HAVING  MAGAZINES   AVAILABIE
Ma gazlne                                    Numbe r Ha gazlne                              Number
I,ire
Readerls  Digest
£:8:#¥ Evening Post
IJook
Ladies  Home  Journal
Country  Gentleman
Farm  Journal
Red   Book
Sc)uthern  Planter
Popular  Science
N.   a.  E.   A.   Journal
Progressive  Farmer
Better  Homes  and   Gardens
Good  Housekeeping
Popular  Mechanics
Open   Road
Field  and  Stream
American  Magazine
Corm©t
15          American  Home
10         N.   E.   A.  Journal
9         Hollands
8         Farm  and  Range
6         American  Girl
5        Wildlife
4        Southern  Farmer
4         Scouting
4        Atlantic
g      u#:g:3a#a#::,:yw::#e
5         Roa drays
5         Royal  service
3         American  Iieglon
2           Tl me.
2         Parents  Magazine
2         SkFTays
2        Sports  Afield
2        Child  Life
2
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In  I`ef©rrlng  to  the  table  it  will  be  noted  that
certain  magazines  were   f ound  in  only  c)ne  home   of  the   124
studied.     The   following  were  in  this   cat©gory|
±£9±=±g  Afield,   Skyways,
±e=g_1_Q±,  EL
American
Service
Parents
'  B±aLife'
ELZLiE9. ELi
Child ee,
Amerloan
United  Nationls  World
Review  and  Atlantic.
Two  homes   each  reported  these  magazines:     Scouting
Sout;horn  Farmer
Hollandls
Am©rlcan
Mechanics
Wildlife
N.  E.A.  Journal
_ty_faga_z_1_E.
American
American
Field  and  Str©
€E±E'  E±± ±±£ E±±8±'
Coronet
ee Eg±,   _pop__u_i=a_±
Three  homes  subscribed  to  or  purchased  the  following
magazines: Better  Homes  and  Gardens
in.   a..  E.   A.   Journal ±O_p+La_I Science
•   E=±E=:©Ssive  Farmer,
and  the  Southern
Planter'.i__I_   _       .   .
Flour  homes   listed  these  rmgazin©S:    E94  E92!S.  EE:!±
Journal,  and  Country Gentleman.
Five  homes  listed  The  Iiadies  Home  Journal.     Six  listed
±, eight
The   Readerls
Mcoall I s nine  The  Saturday  E±z±±±±± Ee±i.   ten
_I_|=g9=S±i   and  fifteen  I,ife.
The  writer  found, that  according  to  the  qu©stionn&1res
ten  homes   did  not   subscrlb©  to  any  magazine  as   compared  to
only  one  home   that  did  not  r©o®1ve  a  newspaper  either  weekly
Or  daily.
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Books.     Parents  were  asked  to  list  books  as  found  ln
the  four  following  categol.ies:     ref©r©nce  books,   reliorious
books,   flotion  and  non-flctlon.     In  spite   of  the  great  amount
of  research  that;  has  been  undertaken  in  field  of  reading,
there  remains  lal.ge  al.eas  as  yet  unexplored.     The  writer
assumed  that  a  number  of  books  listed  were  for  shelf  purpose
only  and  were  never  read.     For  example,   one  parent   listed  a
complete   set  of  Shakespeare  but  the  parentsl   educational
level  was  around  the  fourth  or  fifth  grade.
Four  parents  stated  that  they  did  not  list  the  fiction
in  their  collection  because  they had  too  many.
Of  the  seventy-one  titles  listed,  many  were  found  ln
more   than  one  home  collection.     About   one-fourth  of  the
fiction  listed  would  be  suitable  fc>r  reading  by  the  gliammar
grade  elementary  child.    Books  for  the  children  of  the
primary  grades  wel.©  not  listed  due  to  the  fact  that  they
were  usually  referred  to  as  £±±][
instead  of  fiction.
naires  that  they  had
books  op  picture books ,
Seven  parents  stated  on  their  question-
several  Iiittle  Golden  Books  or they had
SLev©I.al  £±EE  E2£j§g  for  the  smaller  Children  which  they  did
not  list  by  tltl®.
The  writer  has  listed,   as  follows,   the  books  found
in  the  homes  of  the  parents  of  the  fourth  and  seventh
grade  students   of  the  Elementary  Demonstration  School.
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REFERENCE   ErooKs
Ancient  and  Modern  History
Animal  Llfe
Art  Teachel.
Atlas
Blblioal  and  Theological  Enoyclop®dia
ELble   Concordance
Bible  Diotlonar.lea
Blographloal  Dlotionary
Blpd  Guide
Chemical  Formulas
Child  Care   Books
Childcraft
Cities  of  the  United  States
Cook   Books
Comptonl s  Encyclopedia
Di a t i c)narie a
Insect  Guide
Mrathematics  Encyclopedia
Medical  Books
Messages  and  Papers  of  the  Presidents
Peoples  Encyclopedia
Review  of  Hist;ory
Roxborough  Classics
Standard  Dlotlonary  of  Facts
Standard  Encyclopedia
The   Westward  Movement
Wildflower  Guide
World  Almanac
World  Book  Ehoyclop®dla
REI,IGIOus   Boors
Bible
Bible  Dictionary
Bible  Stories  for  Children
Browril s   Concordance
Child.s   Bible  Reader
In  His  Stops
Light
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Marriage,   Home  and  Children
Modern   Concordano®
Modern  Pro-Millenunliam  and  the  Christian  Hope
Paths   That  Ii©ad  to   God
Pleub®tts  Notes
PI`ayer,   Asking  and  Recelvlng
Prophecy  and  the  P`rophets
Stor.1es  of  the  Bible
The  Hunriliatlon  of  Christ
Ye  Are Christ
FICTION
A   Gentl©menls  Player
America,the  Great  Sacriflc®
Andersonls   Fair.y  Tales
Earry  Gordon
Ben  IIur
Black  Beauty
Etrave   Cowboy  Bill
Captain  Caution
Cruise  of  the  Shining  Iil8ht
Church  on  the  Avenue
Dave   Dawson
David  Copperfleld
Doomed  Trail
Frenchmanl s   Creek
Ghost  Stories
Grace  Harlow
Great  Sin
Heat  Llghtenlng
Help  Wanted--RIale
It's  A  Kick
Junior  Masterpieces
Kate  Fennlgate
King  Arthur
I,eav©  Her  to  Heaven
I,1ttle   Women
68
Llttl.e  Men
I,one  Ranger
Little  qdi'ashingtonl s  Holiday
Man  and  Maid
Minnlglan
Moby  Dick
Night  Iiife  of  the  Gods
No  Pockets   in  a  Shroud
One  Foot   in  Heaven
Panther  Man
Pllgrimls  Ira
Pilgriml s   Progr.©ss
Prides  Way
Prudence   Says  So
Raland  of  Altenburg
Ransomls  Folly
R©ader's   Digest   Condensed  Books
Robin  Hood
Sea  Stories
Sergeant  York
Seven  Keys  to  Baldpate
Sign  of  the  Crooked  Arrow
Smi le a
Spirit  of  the  Border
Tidewater
ron  Sawyer
Those   lnJho   Walk   in  Darkness
Three   Old  Iiadies
Treasure  Island
Two  Years   Before  the   Mast
The   Caste
The  Enchanted  Win©r
The  City  of  Fire
The   Lady  Divine
The  Iflst   of  Summer
The  Iione  Episode
The   Sun   is  My  Undoing
The  Story  of  Waitsill  faxt©r
The  Weavers
Uncle   Remus
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surmrm¥
Valley  of  Declslon
War  and  Peace
We   TuO
Western  Stcples
Wind,   Sand  and  Stars
rfuthering Heights
Reading  materials  in  the  homes  of  the  students  were
cited  ln  this  chapter.    A  oompllation  of  the  newspapers,
magazines  and  books   in  the  homes   studied  wag   included.
The  selection  and  use   of  newspapers  in  the  homes
was  of  higher  quality  than  the  magazine  and  book  selection.
The  magazine   sel©otion  showed  wide   variation  as  to
titles  subscribed  to.     The  most  popular  types  of  magazines
wel.e  the  pictorial  and  the  digest  editions.     Many  magazines
concerning`  farming  were  found  in  the  various  homes.
The  book  selections  found  ln  the  homes   leave  much  to
be  desired.     The  peferenoe  collections  were  not  adequate
for  home   use  of  students  or  adults.     The  I.eligious  books
were  for  t;he  most  part;  adult   selections.     A  Bible  was  found
in  every  home.     Books  of  fiction  listed  w©ro  not;   of  a  high
quality  adult  fiction.    Very  few  of  the  titles  given  were
suitable  for  children  of  school  age.
Many  of  the  tltl©s  listed  were   obviously  purchased
for  shelf  purpose  or  had  been  bought  from  high  pressure
salesmen.     Some   books  wel.e  perhaps   thc>se  passed  dow]n  from
generation  to  generation.     Other  titles  were  recognized
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as  book  club  selections.
Newspaper  and  magazine   selection  was  found  to  be   of  a
higher  quality  than  book  selection.
ORAPTER  VI
SUMMARY  AND   CONCLUSIONS
|t  is  the  purpose  of  this  chapter  to  summarize  the
data  considered  in  the  five  pr©cedlng  chapters.     The  writer
finds  that  the  I.esults  of  this  study  show  that:   '  (1)  the
reading  materials  found  in  the  homes  of  the  fourth  and
seventh  grade   students  are   of  an  unbalanced  nature  1n
col.tain  cases;   {2)  the  parents  desire  goc)a  reading  materials
for  trieir  children,   and  in  most  cases,  attempt  to  satisfy
this  desire;   (5)  and  that  the  problems  ln  reading  materials
in  the  homes  rest  to  a  great  extent  upon  the  schools.     This
was  true  in  the  light  that  the  parents  had  the  desire  to
give  their  childl.en  adequate  reading materials  but  w®pe  not
informed  as  to  the  best  materials  available.
Present  status of  reading ifein  the  homes   studied.     The
writer  found  from  this  study  that  reading  for  pleasure  and
also  for  information  has  become  a  custom  ln  practically  all
of  the  homes  studied.     The  amount  of  lntel.eat  in  newspapers,
magazines  and  booksvaried  from  home  to  home  as  well  as  the
amount  of  lntol.est  ln  each  of  i;he  reading  materials
separately.     Most  homes  were   spending  an  adequgte  sum  for
magrzin®s  and  newspapers  even  though  they  were  not  spending
accordingly  for  books.    However.,   some  homes  had  excellent
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collections  and  others  were  wit;hout  the  barest  number  of
essential  books.
One  finds  from  this  study  that  the  following  condl-
tlons  exist  ln  relation  to  the  present  status  of  reading
materials  ln  the  homes  studl®a:
(1)     The  majority  of  homes  had  a  daily  newspaper
available.
(2)    Radios  were  in  ninety-nine  per  cent  of  the
homes   studied.
(5)     Children  enjoyed  I.eating  books  more   than  their
parents .
(4)   The  parents   showed  preference  for  newspapers
over  books  or  magazines.
(5)   Parentsl   understanding  in  selection  of  good
books  were  inferior  to  their  understanding  in  relation  t;o
the  selection  of  magazines.
(6)    An  insufficient  number  of  homes  had  pef©rence
books  available.
(7)     Parents  were  interested  ln  I.eaaing  of  all  types.
(8)    Children  showed  great  interest  in  the  reading  of
library  books.
(9)    Children  were  interested  in  reading  to  their
younger  brothers  and  sisters.
(10)     More   emphasis  must;   b©  placed  indirectly  if  not
directly,  by  teachers  upon  the  importance  of  t;h®  availability
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of  good  reading  materials  in  the  homes.
(11)     The   librar.y  of  the  Elementary  Demonstration
School  has  helped  to  develop  a  desire   in  the  students  for
better  reading  hablt8.
(12)    Sufficient  lnt©pest  has  been  shown  to  require
closer  co-ordination  on  reading problems  between  the  home
and  the  school.
Need  for  a  better readipg prpgr.    The  writer  finds
that  to  lnaugura`te  a  better  reading  program  ln  the  homes  that
the  student  must;  be  educated  in  the   desirability  and  necessity
of  such  a  program.     In  this  manner  the  student  resells  the
idea  to  the  parent  ln  those  cases  where  it  needs  to  b©   done.
The  need  for  better  selection  of  reading  materials
is  acute.     REsp©cially  is  this  true  in  reference  to  books.
The  responsibility  for  a  better  reading  program  lies  directly
upon  the   faculty  of  i;he  Elementary  Demonstration  School.     This
adequate  program  Cannot  be  inaugurated  or  completed  quickly.
This  ls  a  gradual  process  as   can  be  imagined.    However,   the
need  can  be  met  more  quickly,   in  this  area,   because  the
parents  have  shown  their  int©pest.     This  import;ant  phase
of  education  is  negl©ot©d  in  many  schools  as  has   b©©n
suggested  in  previous  instances.
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CONCLUSIONS
This  study  sugoaests  that:
(1)     The  development  of  the  reading  program  in  the
homes  has  not  kept  pace  with  the  reading  developrment   in  the
Elementary  Demonstration  School.                          a
(2)     There  is  a  decided  interest  manifested  in  the
securing  of  good  reading  materials  ln  the  homes  for  the
parents  and  children.
(5)     The  parents  need  to  know  more  about  better  read-
ing  materials,  especially  in  regard  to  reference  books  and
fiction.
(4)    In  order  to  fulfil  its  responsibility,  it  is
necessary  for  the  faculty  to  directly  or  lndil`©otly  provide
the  parents  with  accurate  information  in  relation  to  adequate
reading  materials  for  the  home.
(5)     Closer  oo-ordination  must  b©   emphasized  between
the  school  and  home  ln  reference  to  reading  both  for
pleasure  and  for  information.
Problems needing further inv©stigatlon.    As  a  result
of  this  study  the  writer  suggests  the  following  six  problems
as  problems  requiring  further  investigation.
(I)    What  ls  the  responsibility  of  the  public  schools
in  refepenoe  to  the  inaugurating  of  a  better  reading  program
ln  t;h©  homes   of  the   students¥
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(2)    That  is  the  responsibility  of  the  parent;a  in
providing  an  adequate  supply  of  reading  materials  ln  the
homes€
(5)     lmiat  methods  could  or  should  be  used  to  bl.ing
about  bet;tor  reading  ln  the  homes?
(4)    "rat  are  the  possibilities  of  the  school  setting
up  a  brief  study  Course  for  the  parents  in  order  to  make
them  aware  of  the  better  reading  mat;erlals?
(5)     What  method  Could  be  used  to  provide   closer
correlation  between  the  reading  programs  of  the  school  and
the  reading  of  the  home?
(6)     1that  procedur.es  might  be  used  in  the  school  that
wc>uld  carry  over  into  the  home  which  would  incpeas®  interest
in  the  b©ttep  types  of  llteraturo€'
The  problems  suggested  are  of  such  nature  that  they
require  much  thinking.    The  wrltep  believes  that  if  further
lnvestlgat;ion  were  carl.i©d  out  concerning  the  above  mentioned
problems  that  the  schools  would  reap  the  profits  ln  the  long
run.     The  study  Just  completed  shows  that  the   conditi6ns
pp©valent;  in  the  homes  of  the  f ourth  and  seventh  gr.ado
students  could  be  lxproved  to  the  benefit  of  the  parents  as
well  as  to  the  students  and  the  school.
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QUESTloNNAIRE  Ii`aR  s"I)ENTs
GRADEs   4  Arm  7
ERERENTARY  DEMONSTRATION   SCHOOL,    B00NE,   N.   a.
Please  answer  each  question  as  accurately  as  possible.
29. ±±± E±g± Ee::= ±±±±.
1.     Is  your  Mother  living?
2.    Number  of  brothers
5.    Number  of  slst®rs
Ftltber€
Ages
Aeles,
4.    Number  of  bl.others  and  sisters  at  home¥
5.     Is  your  home   located  in  Boone?
6.     Number  of  rooms   in  your  home?
Do  yc)u  have   a  room  of  your  ownq
7.     Do  you  have  running  water?
Radio?                  Television?
Washing  maohine€ Furnaces
On  a  farm?
Electricity?.
Aut omobi le ?
8.     Vvhat  do  yc)u  and  your.  brothers  and  sisters  do  in  your.
spare  time?     Go  to  the  show?
List;en  to  the  radioe
Other  things?-    List
Read9
Watch  television3
9.     Approximately  how  many  library  books  have  you  read
from  the  school  library,  Bookmobile  or  public  library
since  September,   1950t
10.    How  much  spare  time   do  you  have  per  days
11.    How  did  you  spend  your  last  vacation€
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12.     Vlthat  is  the  most  distant  place  you  z'emember  visiting?
15.     Do  you  attend  church  pegularlye.
14.     Do  you  read  to  your  younger  brothers  or  sisterse
15.     Do  older  people  read  to  youe
16.     Do  you  have  a  pets What;  kind?
17.    List  your  6  favorite  books.
1,4,
2.5,
5,t                                                                6,
18.    I,ist  your  5  favorite  magazines.
2.
5.
19.     Do  you  read  a  newspaper  dailye
What  parte`
How  of ten?
20.     What  do  you  enjoy  reading  most?
Hbrary  books?
Newspapers?
Magazines?
a Omi c s ?
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QUESTIONNAIRE  FOR  pARENTs   OF  sTurmNTs
GRADES   4   AIND   7
ELEMENTARY  DEMONSTRATION   SCHOOL,    BOONE,   N.   a.
Please  answer  each  question  as  &ccurat;ely  as  posslbl®.
29. ±±i  E±8£  E9±±=  E±EES.
State  ages   of  your  children  and  give  educat;ion  of  each.
Education
2.     Motherls  Education
6.     Do  you  own p®nt
4.     Occupation  of  father
.     Fatherls  Education
buying
Mother
5.     The  family  income  per  year  ls
under  #1,000
over  $4,000
$2,000  to   S$4,000
your  home?
6.    That  leisure  time  activities  are  engaged  ln  by
Father?
mother€
7.     Do  you  enjoy  reading  books3
8.    Does  the  mother  or  father  read  the  library  boc>ks  brought
home  fr+om  school?     Always
Never
Sometimes
9.    How  many  books  did  you  buy  for  your  home  dun.ing  the
year  1950t'
10.     How  many  books  do  you  have  ln  your  home¥
11.     List  n®wspap©rs  read  in  your  home.
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18.     List  magazines  you  subscribe   to.     Check  most  popular.
One a ®
15.     List  books  in  your  home.     Place  a  check  mar.k  after  most
popular  one  in  each  listing.    Use  back  of  sheet;  if
necessary.
Religious   Books
Reference   Books
Books   of  Fiction
0,thers
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FAVORITE   BOOKS   I.ISTED   BY  THE  CHIIiDREN
Abe  I,1nooln
Adam  of  the  Road
AII`planes  at  Work
Air  Wol`kers
Alex  Haullton
therlca
Andy  Jackson
Animal  World
At   Our  House
Augustus   EDoks
Automobiles  From  Start  to  Finish
Efallet  Shoes
Bambl
Big  Tree
Big  Road  Walker
Bird  Glpl
Black   Eieauty
Efack  Stallion
Blu.ebeard
Blue  Willow
Buff.alo  Eflll
Bush Holiday
Busy   Tommy
Call  It  Courage
Cats  and  How  to  Draw  Them
Chicken  Iiittle
Cinderella
Cto ar  Track  Ahead
Clementine
Courage  and  the   Gloz`y
Cowboys  and  Cattle  Trails
Cowboy  Small
Cowgirl  Hat;e
Daniel  Boone
Davenports  Are  At  Dinner
I)avidls  Railroad
Davy  Crock®tt;
Doll  lfl/ho   Came   Alive
Dr.   Dollttle.s  Secl'et  Hake
Easter  Time
Elsals  Secret
English  Fairy  Tales
Fair  Adventure
Fairy  Tales
Firehouse  Mystery
Flying  Wing
Forgott;en  Daughter
Four  Great  Americans
From  Sun  to  Earth
Gallant  Begs
George  Washington
Glngep   Emead  Boy
Going  on  Sixteen
Golden   Got;e
Happy  Lit;tie  Family
He   Went   VI'-ith  Mapco  Polo
Here   They  AI.e
H®idl
Holiday
Homer  P'rio®
If  I  Ran  the  Zoo
Indians  of  the  Plains
Island  Stallion
Jack  and  the   Bean  St;elk
Jack  Tales
Jane  Adams
Jane  Hope
Johnny  Appleseed
Juanita
Keep  the   Wagons   Moving
Kecka
Kit  Carson
King  of  the  Wind
L&d'   A  Dog
IIassle   Come  Home
E®tls   Do   Etotter
Little  Duck
Little  House   ln  the  Big
Woods
I,ittle  House   on  Wheels
Little  Men
Little  Moo  at  the  Circus
Little  Red Hen
I,ittle  River  of  Gold
Iilttle  Town  on  the  Prall.1e
Little  Women
Long  thit©   Month
liong  Winter
Makes  of  North  Carolina  History
Mary  Poppins
Mlckey  Mouse   Books
Middle  Sister
Midnight,   A  Cowboy
Mother  Goose
Mountain  Laurel
My  Friend  Fllcka
Mystery  of  the  Haunted  Cliff
Mystery  up  the  Chimney
Nancy  Drew  EDoks
Night  Before   Christmas
Old  Fashioned  Girl
On  the   Banks   Of   Plum  CI.eek
our  Calendar
Paddle  to  the  Sea
Paul  Ermyon
Paul  Revere
Plnocchio
Practically  Seventeen
Rain  Forest
Rebecca  of  Sunnybl.ook  Farm
Red  IIorse  H111
Red  Letter  I)ays
River  of  the  Wolves
PLobin   Hood
Rocky a-er
Rose   ln   Bloc)in
Sandy
Secret  Garden
Senior  Year
Sensible  Kate
Seventeentri  Summer
Shasta  of  the  Wolves
Silver  Chief
Snow Hill
Snow  thlte
Sonny
Star  Wish
St&blermtes
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Stephen  Foster
Sue  farton
Swiss  Family  Roblnson
Tales  from  Silverlands
Tarzen
Television
The   Clue   in  the  Old  Albunm
The  Four  Stol.y  Mistake
The  Lionls  Paw
The  I,ong  Trainls  Roll
The  Mexican  Donkey   Boy
The  Newsboy
The   Oak   Tree  House
The  Seventh  Step
They  I.oved  to  Laugh
Tick,   Tack  and  Jim
Top  Gallant;
TOp  Kick
Tom  Savyer
TI.easure   Island
Uncle   R®mus
Unlimited  Horizons
Up  ln  the  Attic
Visits  With  Friends
Wanted--Two  Bikes
Wet;ch  for  a  Tall  White
Sail
W-ar  ln  the  Air
Web  Adans
Wild  Animals   I  Have  Known
Wind  in   the  Willows
Windy  Foot
With  a  High  Heart
".orla  Round
You  Can  Write   Chinese
Young  Audubon
